Abstract. We discuss past, present, and future entropychallenges due to the fundamental questions that arise when the Second Lawo fT hermodynamics is confronted with Classical and Quantum Mechanics.
ar esult, the Second Lawo fT hermodynamics and the concept of entropya pply rigorously to all systems. 4 In this paper,w ed iscuss the manyf undamental questions that in our views till challenge manydetails of each of these points of view.
ENTROPY CHALLENGES IN THE 19 th CENTURY
Entropyi sascientific concept introduced by R.J.E. Clausius in 1850 [1] to reconcile the conclusions reached by N.L.S. Carnot in 1924 [2] concerning the motive power of heat with those reached by J.P.Joule in 1848 [3] concerning the equivalence of heat and work.
The motivation behind Carnot'ss cientific effort wast ofi nd the basis of improving Watt'ssteam engine, invented 60 years earlier.Unlikesteam engines in the past, Watt's engine wasthe first steam engine that did not consume water-it only receivedheat and produced work. Thus, it wast he first true "Heat Engine". At that time the scientific community thought that heat wasafl uid called caloric and that Watt'se ngine was nothing butaturbine that takes that fluid from ahigh level(aboiler at high temperature), produces useful work, and ejects it at alower level(acondenser at lower temperature).
Carnot devised areversible engine operating in adifferent cycle 5 than Watt'sengine. The ratio of the net work output to the heat input, called the efficiencyo ft he cyclic engine, is proportional to the difference between the temperatures of the heat source and the heat sink. Carnot asserted that it is the largest such ratio that anye ngine operating between these twotemperatures can ever reach. 6 This assertion is known as the Carnot principle. It also implies that (Kelvin-Planck statement of the Second Law): ac yclic engine that produces work (and no other effects) by exchanging heat with as ingle reservoir is impossible. Such an engine is called a perpetual motion machine of the second kind (PMM2). 7 During the period from 1840 to 1848, James Prescott Joule showed experimentally that heat and work could produce the same effect on bodies when used in afi xed proportion. Thus, in ac yclic process, such as that of ac yclic engine, the net work produced must be proportional to the net heat received. He concluded [3] that either heat or work results in achange of something 'stored' in the bodies, which is conserved.
We nowcall that something energy.
In 1849 Lord Kelvin [4] , aS cottish engineer,p ointed out the conflict between the caloric basis of Carnot'sargument in which heat (caloric) is conserved and the conclusion reached by Joule in which the sum of work and heat is conserved. Moreover, Joule's theory poses no limits on howmuch of the heat can be transformed into work, whereas Carnot'stheory does. One year later,in1850, Clausius [1] reconciled Carnot'sprinciple with Joule'sresult by introducing the concept that bodies possess aproperty,which he finally called entropy in 1865 [5] , having the following characteristics: In the absence of heat interactions with other bodies, it either remains constant if the body undergoes a reversible process, or increases. During heat interactions, on the other hand, entropyis transferred to or from abody in proportion to the heat transferred. It is this later characteristic that limits the efficiencyofany work-producing cyclical engine, as required by Carnot'sprinciple, from which Clausius concluded that (Clausius statement of the Second Law): without expenditureofw ork (or some equivalent external effect), atransfer of energy from abody at any temperaturetoabody at higher temperatureisimpossible.
Joule'sfi nding directly relates the First Lawo fT hermodynamics (and the resulting principle of energy conservation) to Newton'sl awso fm otion. On the other hand, relating the Second Lawt oN ewtonian Mechanics provedm ore difficult. Although Statistical Mechanics relates the thermodynamic entropytoMechanics, amajor conflict between the twosciences remains. It waspointed out by Maxwell and is illustrated very clearly by what has come to be known as Maxwell'sdemon [6] .
This conflict results from the fact that although Mechanics allows under all circumstances the extraction of anyf raction of the energy of anyp hysical system confined within ag iven volume in the form of work, in some states the Second Lawl imits that fraction, depending on the value of the entropy(aproperty 'possessed' by all systems in anyspecified condition). Only if the entropyofasystem has the lowest value possible at the givenenergy,can one extract all its energy in the form of work. Under that condition, the laws of Mechanics and Thermodynamics become identical.
Until the mid twentieth century,t he scientific community believedt hat the Second Lawisanapproximation relating only to macroscopic systems which observers perceive to be in equilibrium, butw hich in reality are continuously going through av ery large number of microstates following Newton'sl awso fm otion. According to this view, the properties of the macroscopic system we observeare only time averages. Forthem entropyr elates to the probability of finding the system overt ime in anyo ne particular microstate. It follows that entropyi so nly meaningful for am acroscopic system we perceive to be in equilibrium not because it actually is in equilibrium butb ecause we lack the ability to see changes overtime. As to the possibility of extracting the energy of such asystem in the form of work, we can do so only if we get the ability to observethe molecular details of the system as Maxwell'sdemon could. In The Dynamical Theory of Gases,S ir James Jeans writes [7] : "Thus Maxwell'ss orting demon could do in av ery short time what would probably takeavery long time to come about if left to the play of chance. There would, however, be nothing contrary to natural laws in the one case any more than in the other". The implied bottom line is that aP MM2 is feasible although beyond the technology at that time.
ENTROPY CHALLENGES IN THE 20 th CENTURY
By the end of the last century most scientists have been brought to believe that the conflict between Thermodynamics and Mechanics wasresolved by Szilard in his famous paper of 1929 [8] , and Brillouin who in 1956 [9] combined Szilard'sc oncept with the information theory developed by Shannon in 1948 [10] .
Szilard'spremise may be summarized as follows: We shall accept the proposition that it is possible to construct mechanical devices that makeuse of anyone fluctuation of a system in stable equilibrium to produce work. Moreover, we shall accept the Second Law in the form that no net positive work may be obtained on the average from asystem in stable equilibrium without producing anyother net average effects on the environment. From these assumptions, we conclude that anyi nstrument (or demon) used to identify anyg iven fluctuation of as ystem in stable equilibrium will absorb aq uantity of work which is at least as much as the work that may be obtained from the fluctuation. More recently,based on Landauer'swork [11] , Bennett [12] pointed out that if Szilard'sengine consists of ab ox with as ingle particle of gas, the demon puts the piston in, measures where the particle is and gains 1b it of information. He, then, uses it to decide howt o move the piston so that by expansion, he draws at most k B T ln 2ofwork, butthe price is that at least k B T ln 2ofw ork must be spent to erase the 1bit from his memory and get back to its initial state.
In his Treatise on Thermodynamics (1927) M. Planck states the Second Lawo f Thermodynamics as follows [13] : "It is impossible to construct an engine whichw ill work in acomplete cycle,and produce no effect except the raising of aweight and the cooling of aheat reservoir." If we assume that what he means by "heat reservoir"isa system in stable equilibrium sufficiently large (or passing through two-or three-phase states) so that changes in its energy do not affect its temperature and moreoverthat such systems do exist, then the following statement is acorollary of the Second Law: 8 Theree xist states for any system suchthat the largest amount of energy that can be extracted from it in the form of work without any other changes in the environment is less than 100% of the system'senergy (above the ground energy for the given values of amounts of constituents and parameters). Suchaf raction of the system'se nergy is an intrinsic property of the given state of the system.
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Foras ystem in combination with at hermal reservoir,t his property is called "availability". 10 The difference between the energy E of as ystem and its availability Ω R , times aconstant C R solely related to the reservoir R with respect to which availability is measured, defines another intrinsic property called "entropy"which can be provedtobe independent of the reservoir used for its definition, 11 and valid also for nonequilibrium 8 Afull account of this point is cited in Refs. [14] and [15] . 9 In Refs. [16, p.130] and [15] this property is called "adiabatic availability", and is denoted by the symbol Ψ. 10 More precisely,inRef. [16, p.132] this property is called "available energy with respect to areservoir", denoted by the symbol Ω.InRef. [15] it is denoted by Ω R to expose its dependence on the reservoir. 11 Adetailed proof of this independence is giveninRef. [15, par.7.4, p.108] .
states. 12 On the other hand, the Szilard proposition that the Second Lawrelates to the ignorance that an observer has about the actual intrinsic state of asystem, and therefore that entropy is not an intrinsic property of the system can be provenwrong by means of the following experiment:
Alice places ad ozen identical batteries in al arge room at some constant temperature. She chargessome and totally dischargesthe others. The chargedones have finite availability and those dischargedzeroavailability.Then Bob entersthe room. He knows nothing about whichb atteries arec harged. Bob can easily identify the chargedo nes and determine their availability by slowly discharging eachofthem and measuring the heat transferred to the room during the discharge operation. From these two parameters and the room temperaturethe observer can calculate the changeofentropy during the discharging process. By repeating the experiment several times and getting the same answer,ar esult that any engineer will predict, Bob, with no need of receiving any information from Alice,w ill have separated the chargedf romt he dischargedb atteries. Availability,and hence entropy,isanintrinsic objective property of the batteries.
In fact, there are numerous examples that illustrate that the subjective informational interpretation of the Second Lawm akes no physical sense. Fore xample, consider a box separated into twoh alves by ap artition. One half contains ag as in equilibrium at some temperature, the other is av acuum. 13 The entropyo ft he box can be easily calculated. If we lift the partition and wait long enough until equilibrium is reached, the energy of the gas will be the same as before buti ts entropyw ill be much larger since there are more microstates available to it. Nowlet us ask what the entropyofthe system is at in-between times. Some will answer that since at those times the system is not in equilibrium, entropyi si ndefinable. On the other hand, it is common sense to say that more work can be extracted from the system at those times, than when the system reaches equilibrium, i.e., its availability at those times is greater.T he change of availability upon removalo ft he partition is an objective characteristic of the state of the system and has nothing to do with the observer.R emoving the partition makes more microstates accessible and increases the availability instantly.The entropyinstead is not affected instantly.
14 Only when the gas begins to diffuse into the newly available volume, the entropyincreases and the availability decreases, until the gas reaches anew stable equilibrium, the entropya chievest he maximal value compatible with the new volume (and the initial energy and amount of particles), and the availability achievesa minimum (the adiabatic availability falls to zero). Innumerable other phenomena similar to this example occur in Nature whether we observethem or not, whether we reproduce them under controlled conditions in alab or theyhappen spontaneously and unobserved. Theyare part of the "objective"empirical world-the "physical reality" [18] -that our physical theories set out to regularize. The observer plays no role, and there is nothing subjective. 12 See Refs. [15] , [16] , [17] , and the paper by Zanchini and Beretta in the present volume. 13 On trying to define entropyf or non-equilibrium states, see the last part of the intervieww ith Joseph Keenan on May 13, 1977 published as his Autobiographical Notes in the present volume. 14 Of course, here we mean the nonequilibrium entropy, as we just defined it. 12 The advent of the wave theory of matter (Quantum Mechanics) and, specifically,the introduction in 1927 of Heisenberg'sprinciple of indeterminacy [19] raised great hopes that the paradox posed by Maxwell'sd emon might be resolved and, moreover, that a complete proof of the Second LawofThermodynamics could be obtained based only on quantum-mechanical principles. Slater [20] attempted the former and Watanabe [21] the latter.Both attempts failed. Demers [22] provedthat dispersions associated with "pure" wave functions 15 are insufficient to account for the implications of the Second Law. The second lawr equirements, however, need not conflict with the foundations of Quantum Mechanics. UnlikeNewtonian Mechanics, Quantum Mechanics stipulates that the state of ap hysical body at ag iven time can be described, at best, by ac loud of probabilities to find its particles with specific positions and momenta. In other words, quantum theory postulates that the state of anyphysical system incorporates irreducible quantal dispersions that are inherent to it. As shown by Demers, the conflict observed by Slater arises only if we assert that the only states that asystem can assume are those having quantal dispersions describable by an idempotent density operator,and therefore a" pure" wave function. 16 If, on the other hand we assert the possibility that systems can assume states having quantal dispersions describable by an on-idempotent density operator,the Second Lawbecomes consistent with Quantum Theory.Neither the Second Lawnor either of these twoassertions could be provedright, and none has been proved wrong.
It is conceivable that the Second Lawi sp rovedw rong. All it will takei sasingle experiment that violates it. Fore xample, if we find aw ay to continuously produce work at the only expense of extracting energy from as ingle large environment in stable equilibrium. The same conclusion applies to the First Law( and the principle of conservation of energy that it entails). In both cases, however, the only reason we surmise their validity is that theyhavenever been violated despite continuous efforts 17 resulting from the enormous societal and financial benefits that the world would derive from their violation.
On the other hand, the assertion that all the states that anyphysical system can assume 15 Technically,wecall adensity operator "idempotent" or "pure" if it can be written as ρ = |ψ ψ| where |ψ is some unit vector in the Hilbert space H of the system, the quantum mechanical "pure state" vector. Clearly, ρ 2 = ρ.Ifwedenote by Q the operator associated with measuring the positions of every particle in the system and by Q|=|its eigenvalue problem, the position-representation "pure" wave function is ψ Q ()= ψ|and the probability to find the particles with positions betweenand+ dis given by ψ Q ()ψ * Q () d.Similarly,ifwedenote by P the operator associated with measuring the momenta of every particle in the system and by P|p p p = p p p|p p p its eigenvalue problem, the momentum-representation "pure" wave function is ψ P (p p p)= ψ|p p p ,and the probability to find the particles with momenta between p p p and p p p + dp p p is ψ P (p p p)ψ * P (p p p) dp p p.I fi nstead ρ 2 = ρ,t hen we call the density operator "non-idempotent" or "mixed", and the corresponding position-representation and momentum-representation "mixed" wave functions are respectively givenbyψ Q ()=|ρ|and ψ P (p p p)= p p p|ρ|p p p . 16 More precisely,byanidempotent density operator,asdefined above and further discussed in the next sections. 17 Form anyy ears during Professor Keenan'sc areer he reviewed dozens of requests each year to find the error in proposed inventions that violated the Second Law. Some of these requests came from the US Patent Office. Such requests stopped when the Patent Office adopted the policyofrejecting all patent applications for inventions clearly violating the Second Law.
are describable by apure wave function is pure speculation because it is impossible to prove it wrong by means of anyfinite number of experiments. All we knowisthat the states of systems for which we have experimentally identified quantum dispersions are describable by apure wave function. Forthese states the Second Lawisirrelevant.
The Kelvin-Planck, the Clausius, and the Carathéodory statements of the Second Law, can all be shown 18 to be logical consequences of the following more general statement of the Second Lawproposed by Hatsopoulos and Keenan in 1965 [14] (see also [15, 16] 
Among all the states of as ystem 19 that have ag iven value Eo ft he energy and are compatible with ag iven set of values n n no ft he amounts of constituents and β β β of the parametersofthe external forces (i.e., parametersofthe Hamiltonian), thereexists one and only one stable equilibrium state.
20
This statement of the Second Lawb rings out very clearly the apparent conflict between Mechanics and Thermodynamics, acontrast that for overacentury has been perceiveda sp aradoxical. In fact, within Mechanics, classical or quantum, the following so-called minimum energy principle applies: Among all the states of as ystem that are compatible with agiven set of values n n nofthe amounts of constituents and β β β of the parametersofthe external forces (or the Hamiltonian), thereexists one and only one stable equilibrium state,that of minimal energy.Comparing the twoassertions, if we insist that the twot heories of Nature contemplate the same set of states, than ap aradox arises, because, for given n n n and β β β ,Mechanics asserts that there is only one stable equilibrium state, whereas Thermodynamics that there is one for each of the infinite values energy can take.
The paradox is removedifweadmit that the "pure" states contemplated by Quantum Mechanics are only asubset of those contemplated by Thermodynamics. This resolving assumption wasvery controversial when Hatsopoulos and Gyftopoulos in Ref. [16] first introduced it. Howevert oday-more as ab yproduct of the more recent vast literature on quantum entanglement and quantum information than as aresult of thermodynamic reasoning-an assumption to this effect has been included in the postulates of quantum theory, 21 and the discussion of its relations with Thermodynamics is flourishing. 22 
ENTROPY CHALLENGES FOR THE 21 st CENTURY: THE SECOND LAWAND QUANTUM STATES
The fundamental change that Quantum Theory introduced in Mechanics is the conclusion that, howeveraccurate the measuring instruments may be, there exists no state of any physical system without at least one observable forwhichthe outcome of asingle act of measurement cannot be predicted with certainty,and all that can be predicted are the probabilities of occurrence of aspectrum of possible outcomes.Thus, we can say that "the Uncertainty Principle is an intrinsic characteristic of matter". Since this assertion is contrary to Newtonian Mechanics, we conclude that the latter is an approximation (very good for macroscopic systems).
To determine empirically the probability distribution for one observable, we must repeat the measurement procedure that defines that particular observable, on an ensemble of identical replicas of the system, all identically prepared, and collect the statistics of the outcomes. Vo nN eumann (1932) [26] recognized that the resulting probability distribution, which is af eature of the preparation used to generate the ensemble, may not be considered an intrinsic feature of each individual member of the ensemble, unless the preparation, and hence the ensemble, is homogeneous. 23 Indeed, only when there is no conceivable decomposition of the ensemble into different subensembles, the statistics of the ensemble cannot originate butfrom the individual state of each and every one of its members.
To determine empirically the state of as ystem at one time, we must measure, on ah omogeneous ensemble of identically prepared identical replicas of the system, the probability distributions for ac omplete set (quorum) of independent observables, 24 sufficient to determine the probability distributions of all other conceivable observables.
Paul A.M. Dirac [28] established the modern formalism of Quantum Theory in 1930. He unified the twom ajor theories of atomic phenomena [29] : matrix mechanics, developed by Werner Heisenbergwith help of Max Born and Pascual Jordan around late 1925-early 1926, and wave mechanics developed by Erwin Schrödinger in early 1926 based on ideas set forth by Louis de Broglie in 1923. Since then, however, the master- 21 Compare for example the postulates of quantum theory as stated, e.g., in the recent Ref. [23] with those stated by Park and Margenau in 1968 [24] . 22 See for example Ref. [25] and references therein (which unfortunately do not include [16] ). 23 An ensemble is homogeneous if and only if no partitioning scheme can possibly subdivide it into subensembles that would yield measurement statistics different from the original ensemble. An example of ah eterogeneous ensemble is one resulting from the random statistical composition of two different preparations Π 1 and Π 2 (different meaning that theyyield different statistics for at least one observable): for example, we toss acoin and, depending on whether we get head or tail we prepare the system according to Π 1 or Π 2 ,respectively. 24 The empirical determination of aquantum state has been recently called quantum tomography.Ina seminal series of papers, Park and Band (1970-1971) [27] devised elegant systematic rules to construct a quorum of observables whose mean values are sufficient to fully determine the probability distributions of all other observables and, hence, the state of the system. ing of the formalism, its conceptual implications about the nature of physical reality,its experimental validation, and its applications has been continuously evolving. As put in arecent paper [30] : "It is astonishing that after over60years of study,the quantum formalism has only recently revealed us newpossibilities due to entanglement processing being ar oot of such newq uantum phenomena as quantum cryptography with the Bell theorem, quantum dense coding, quantum teleportation, quantum computation, etc. It shows howimportant it is to recognize not only the structure of the formalism itself, but also the potential possibilities encoded within. In spite of manywonderful experimental and theoretical results on entanglement, there are still difficulties in understanding its manyfaces."Itisconceivable that entanglement may also be the fundamental reason for the existence of the irreducible quantal dispersions that in Ref. [16] were first shown to be all that is needed to reconcile Mechanics and Thermodynamics, independently of the question of irreversibility.
Initially vonN eumann [26] introduced density operators to represent statistics of measurement results obtained from heterogeneous ensembles, as alogical waytoextend the Statistical-Mechanics notion of distribution overas et of possible "microstates" to the quantum domain [31] . If the measurement statistics from preparations Π 1 and Π 2 are represented by density operators ρ 1 and ρ 2 ,r espectively,t heir random statistical composition with weights w and 1 − w is represented by density operator ρ = w ρ 1 + (1 − w) ρ 2 .T hus, density operators form ac onvex set whose extreme elements are the pure states, the only ones that cannot be decomposed as aweighted sum of two different density operators, and hence the only ones that may represent homogeneous ensembles. Foratwo-levels ystem, pure states map to at hree-dimensional unit sphere (the Bloch sphere), and mixed density operators to the enclosed unit ball. In general, pure states map one-to-one with the unit norm vectors |ψ in the Hilbert space of the system, the corresponding density operators being ρ = ρ 2 = |ψ ψ| (i.e., the idempotent, one dimensional projectors onto the linear span of the state vector |ψ ).
The essential newf eatures of Quantum Theory versus Classical Mechanics can be brought out with no loss of generality by focusing on physical observables that have a binary spectrum, i.e., that upon measurement yield only twop ossible outcomes, such as 'one' or 'zero' (or 'yes' or 'no'). In fact, all other observables can be expressed as combinations of binary observables. In Classical Mechanics, ab inary observable is represented by aunit valued function P defined overthe system'sphase space Ω which induces ad isjoint partition Ω = Ω P Ω 1−P into ar egion Ω P where the measurement outcome is always 'one' and the region Ω 1−P where the outcome is always 'zero'. Since the 'answers' are either always 'one' or always 'zero', the intersection Ω P Ω 1−P is empty by definition. In Quantum Theory,instead, abinary observable is represented by ap rojection operator P onto some subspace H P of the system'sH ilbert space H = H P H I−P ,s ot hat for state vectors |ψ that belong to subspace H P (where P|ψ = |ψ )t he measurement outcome is always 'one', for state vectors in the orthogonal complement subspace H I−P (where P|ψ = 0o re quivalently (I − P)|ψ = |ψ )t he outcome is always 'zero', buti na ddition there are state vectors that have nonzero orthogonal components both in H P and H I−P (i.e., |ψ = P|ψ +(I−P)|ψ ,w ith 0 < ψ|P|ψ < 1). Fort he latter state vectors, the outcome is not predictable, butt he probability of getting 'one' is well defined and givenbyp= ψ|P|ψ or,equivalently, Tr(P|ψ ψ|).F or as tatistical mixture of twoh omogeneous ensembles, respectively
|, and the probability of getting 'one' is givenb yp=Tr(Pρ )=wp 1 +(1−w)p 2 ,a si t should be.
The vonN eumann construction has been extremely successful because it prompted the "translation" of the Gibbs-Boltzmann canonical distribution of equilibrium Statistical Mechanics into the corresponding density operators ρ = exp(−H/k B T )/Tr[exp(−H/k B T )] where H is the system'sH amiltonian operator; and the subsequent restriction of this to the symmetric and antisymmetric subspaces of the Hilbert space of an assembly of indistinguishable particles succeeded in regularizing Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics, respectively.
However, already in 1936 Schrödinger [32, 33] expressed his discomfort with von Neumann'sc onceptual construction, arising from the fact that the same mixed density operator can be resolved in different statistical mixtures of incompatible sets of component pure states. This means that the same mixed density operator ρ represents an infinite number of statistical mixtures of different pairs of pure states, 25 i.e., there are infinite pairs of different state vectors {|ψ 1 , |ψ 2 }, {|ψ 3 , |ψ 4 },e tc. such that ρ = w 12 |ψ 1 ψ 1 | +(1−w 12 )|ψ 2 ψ 2 | = w 34 |ψ 3 ψ 3 | +(1−w 34 )|ψ 4 ψ 4 | = ....T his leads to the following paradox:a ccording to the vonN eumann construction, the first decomposition implies that the (heterogeneous) ensemble is {{w 12 , 1 − w 12 }, {|ψ 1 ψ 1 |, |ψ 2 ψ 2 |}} and therefore the individual state of the systems in the ensemble can only be either |ψ 1 or |ψ 2 ,b ut the second decomposition implies the ensemble {{w 34 , 1 − w 34 }, {|ψ 3 ψ 3 |, |ψ 4 ψ 4 |}} and therefore that the individual state of the systems in the ensemble can only be either |ψ 3 or |ψ 4 ,w hich clearly contradicts the preceding conclusion. So, if the language of individual states is applied to these ensembles, as Park put it in 1968 [34] : "Immediately aquantum monster is born: asingle system concurrently 'in' twos tates |ψ 1 and |ψ 3 ....Thus the concept of individual quantum state is fraught with ambiguity and should therefore be avoided in serious philosophic inquiries concerning the nature of quantum theory."
As argued in Ref. [33] , the fundamental assumption introduced by Hatsopoulos and Gyftopoulos in Ref. [16] in order to remove the conflict between Mechanics and Thermodynamics (one stable equilibrium state versus many, for given n n n and β β β ), removes also the Schrödinger-Park paradox about individual states. All it takes is to accept that in general the density operators be associated with the homogeneous ensembles (or preparations)-not the heterogeneous ones. Each density operator is raised to represent a'true' individual state, true in the same sense as the state vectors represent individual states within standard vonNeumann Quantum Mechanics.
This keya ssumption resolves the paradox and at the same time unifies Mechanics and Thermodynamics into asingle general uncontradictory theory.However,itisalso a source of foundational questions.
The assumption that there are preparations which produce homogeneous ensembles of independent and separable systems whose measurement statistics require mixed density operators, wascontradictory with the standard postulates [24] of Quantum Theory at the time it wasi ntroduced, and it still is, if the condition of independence is maintained. It is true that Quantum Theory is currently formulated [23] by postulating that homogeneous ensembles of separable systems are represented by pure as well as mixed density operators. But the current general understanding is that mixed density operators are required for homogeneous ensembles only when every system A in the ensemble is entangled with some external system B.T his means that the A-systems ensemble can be purified, because there exists ac orrelated B-systems ensemble somewhere in the Universe, such that the homogeneous ensemble of composite systems AB is represented by ap ure density operator |ψ AB ψ AB |.M athematically,s uch existence is a granted by the Schmidt decomposition theorem together with the fact that for anylocal binary observable P A ⊗ I B of system A,t he outcome probability of the 'one' answer is p A = ψ AB |P A ⊗I B |ψ AB = Tr(ρ A P A ) where ρ A = Tr B (|ψ AB ψ AB |),therefore the reduced density operator ρ A 'contains' all local probability distributions. 26 The following question arises. There seem to be manyw ays to prepare an ensemble described by agiven mixed density operator ρ A ,manyways that appear physically very different from one another:
1. system A is an entangled subsystem of am ember system AB of a" homogeneous" ensemble described by the idempotent density operator |ψ AB ψ AB | with Tr B (|ψ AB ψ AB |)=ρ A ;s ystem B may be anywhere, as A need not be interacting with B;b ut theydid interact in the past, when the quantum correlation (entanglement)has been established; 2. system A is am ember of a heterogeneous ensemble {{w 12 , 1 − w 12 }, {|ψ 1 ψ 1 |, |ψ 2 ψ 2 |}} with w 12 |ψ 1 ψ 1 | +(1−w 12 )|ψ 2 ψ 2 | = ρ A ,0<w 12 < 1, and ψ 1 |ψ 2 = 0, i.e., astatistical mixture of homogeneous components represented by 26 Fort he overall system AB,t he outcome 'one' of ab inary observable P A ⊗ P B implies that both local measurements on A and B gave "one", the (joint) probability being p AB = ψ AB |P A ⊗ P B |ψ AB .IfAand B are entangled, p AB differs from p A p B ,and this happens wheneverthere is no pair of vectors |α in H A and |β in H B such that |ψ AB = |α ⊗|β .T he entanglement is maximal when p AB = p A = p B ,i .e., when every time A measures 'one' also B measures 'one'. This striking, purely quantum effect has generated much debate overthe years, mainly because it defeats classical reasoning. Indeed, if we are sure that the state of the pair AB is maximally entangled, then upon obtaining 'one' from A we are certain that also B would yield 'one', even if A and B are farapart and do not communicate. What is striking is that, before the measurement, it is impossible to predict what will be the outcomes, so according to our classical thinking it appears that either 1. A and B instantly communicate with each other in order to agreeo nwhich of the twop ossible answers to yield (thus violating the impossibility of instantaneous or faster-than-light-speed communication), or else 2. there is some additional (hidden variable) local feature, additional to the state vector |ψ AB ,that each subsystem consults when subjected to ameasurement, where it is written apriori which answer they must give (thus violating the principle that Heisenbergindeterminacyisirreducible and intrinsic in the nature of every quantum state).
orthogonal state vectors; 3. system Ai samember of a heterogeneous ensemble {{w 34 , 1 − w 34 }, {|ψ 3 ψ 3 |, |ψ 4 ψ 4 |}} with w 34 |ψ 3 ψ 3 | +(1−w 34 )|ψ 4 ψ 4 | = ρ A ,0<w 34 < 1, and ψ 3 |ψ 4 =0, i.e., astatistical mixture of homogeneous components represented by non-orthogonal state vectors; 4. system A is am ember of a homogeneous ensemble of independent systems (i.e., not correlated with anyother system in the Universe) which nevertheless requires amixed density operator ρ A ;this is one of the non-mechanical states the existence of which waspostulated to exist in Ref. [16] and is still controversial; 5. system A is amember of ah eterogeneous ensemble {{w, 1 − w}, {ρ 1 , ρ 2 }} where 0 < w < 1with w ρ 1 +(1−w)ρ 2 =ρ A ,where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are anypair or combination of the above cases.
Are all these cases equivalent, in the sense that no (local) measurement on system A can possibly distinguish between them? If we exclude case 4f rom the list, the current understanding is that the answer to this question is "yes". Case 4appears conceptually very different from Case 1, so much that one is tempted to reject it as unphysical. However, if there are no experimental ways to distinguish them, then we must consider them physically equivalent. The difference is only philosophical. If this is true, then saying that as ystem A is independent of anyo ther system in the Universe is tantamount to saying that somewhere in the Universe there is as ystem B, entangled with A,s ot hat AB is in ap ure state. The mathematics say so, therefore it is conceivable that such as ystem B is there, somewhere in the Universe; butw eh avea simpler model of physical reality if we just assume (equivalently) the independence of system A,asdone in Ref. [16] . As amatter of fact, there and in Ref. [15] , it is assumed at the outset and explicitly that to be well-defined astate must be independent, much in the same waya s, to be well defined, as ystem must be separable. Obviously,i nc ases when the system B,entangled with A,isnot just hypothetical, butispart of the physical reality our models ets out to represent; then, we can showt hat, in the environment of A,there is an entangled B and so abetter (or 'correct') model would include it, so as to consider system AB as independent, as so on.
But have experiments been performed to prove that the measurement statistics we produce by entanglement or by statistical mixing are indeed so entirely indistinguishable to be considered equivalent?
When it comes to entropyand its physical role in determining the adiabatic availability of as ystem, another challenging question arises. If the density operators represent homogeneous ensembles, what should be used to represent the heterogeneous ones [31] ?
As shown in Refs. [16, 35] , the expression for the thermodynamic entropyofasystem in state ρ is S = −k B Tr(ρ ln ρ)=−k B∑ i p i ln(p i /d i ) where k B is Boltzmann'sconstant, the p i 's are the eigenvalues of ρ and the d i 's their respective degeneracies. Of course, S = 0ifthe density operator ρ is idempotent.
Consider the random statistical composition of two different preparations Π 1 and Π 2 each of which is homogeneous, i.e., it prepares every individual system in the ensemble in the individual state ρ 1 or ρ 2 ,respectively,each obtained, say,tofixideas, as in Case 1a bove.T he current notation 27 
the entropies of the component states, and by Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 their adiabatic availabilities. It would seem logical that, since we are getting state ρ 1 afraction w of the times and ρ 2 the remaining ones, all properties should be weighted averages of the properties of the component states. So, for the ensemble we would expect quite naturally that S = wS 1 +(1−w)S 2 and Ψ = w Ψ 1 +(1−w)Ψ 2 .Following vonNeumann'squantum statistical recipe, instead, we should assign to this mixed ensemble the density operator ρ w = w ρ 1 +(1−w)ρ 2 , with the consequence that the corresponding values of S and Ψ are not what we expect. In fact, S(ρ w ) > S and Ψ(ρ w ) < Ψ .Itisasifthe probability that the individual system belongs to one or the other component ensemble, mixes with the intrinsic probabilities of the individual systems, and does it so intimately and irrecoverably that the actual adiabatic availability is less than the average availability of the individual systems.
In terms of the battery example cited above,the paradox becomes more obvious. Say, ρ 1 is the state of the charged battery and ρ 2 that of the discharged, and suppose we have ar eliable procedure λ 1 to extract the adiabatic availability Ψ 1 from the charged ones. 28 Forexample, we could connect the battery to aresistor and measure the electric current until it discharges. We do not knowwhether the next battery is charged or not, butbyconnecting aresistor to adischarged one we get no work out, so Ψ 2 = 0. Since the fraction of charged batteries is w,t he overall net work output per battery will be w Ψ 1 .T hus, we run into a paradox,b ecause we have just seen that according to von Neumann'srecipe, we should get less than w Ψ 1 .
ENTROPY CHALLENGES FOR THE 21 st CENTURY: IRREVERSIBILITY AND FUNDAMENTAL DYNAMICS
Theories that attempt to develop afundamental first principle understanding of the origins of irreversibility face the requirement of compatibility with aw ealth of objective experimental evidence. Fick'sl aw of mass diffusion, Fourier'sl aw heat conduction, Navier'slaw of momentum diffusion, Ohm'slaw of charge diffusion describe evidence that deeply entangles physics and engineering. In our viewt heyd escribe bulk irreversible phenomena not surface phenomena, whereby the entropygeneration occurs within each fluid or solid element by local spontaneous redistribution of mass, energy, momentum and charge. At steady state, the interactions with its neighbors maintain each fluid element in as tate that otherwise would be nonequilibrium, by transferring out of 27 The recent introduction of this notation is an implicit acknowledgment that the vonN eumann recipe that would instead represent the heterogeneous ensemble by means of the mixed density operator ρ = w ρ 1 +(1−w)ρ 2 is misleading and incompatible, as we are about to see, with the measurement of observables that are nonlinear functionals of ρ,such as entropyand adiabatic availability. 28 In quantum language, the procedure consists of devising atemporary change of the (parameters of the) Hamiltonian of the system for aprecise time interval, and assume aunitary evolution generated by such Hamiltonian. When such change and time interval are tailor designed on ap articular state ρ of interest (such as the charged battery,o rs ome givenn on-equilibrium state) we can maket he system end in any other state with the same eigenvalues and degeneracies as the initial state ρ.
it exactly the entropyt hat it continuously generates by its bulk spontaneous tendency (attraction) toward as table equilibrium internal distribution of mass, energy,m omentum and charge. Such kind of irreversible phenomena are widely verified in all fields of science and engineering, where theyare definitely perceivedasreal and objective,and occurring regardless of the state of knowledge of the observer or whether the system is being observed or not.
Yet, the most widely accepted physical explanations ultimately hinge on some "time averaging" or "coarse graining" argument justified by the "time scale of observation" being much longer than the correlation time between each particle and its surroundings. Fore xample, the Boltzmann equation yields good predictions for not-too-dense gases, butall attempts to derive it from the reversible Hamilton-Liouville dynamics introduce at some point ak ey assumption (or ad hoc approximation) which basically "builds in" irreversibility.T he assumption is that in the short time interval between one collision and the next, each particle "forgets" the correlations produced by the previous collision. Ye tHamilton-Liouville classical dynamics literally forbids such decoherence and spontaneous erasure of correlation (and so does the equivalent Schrödinger-Liouville-von Neumann unitary quantum dynamics). Thus, we are left with the following variant of the Loschmidt paradox: howc ome physical observations seem to agree with am odel, liket he Boltzmann classical equation (or the quantum Markovian master equation we discuss below), which "forces in" irreversibility by assuming ad ecoherence and erasure of correlation mechanism which clearly violates the fundamental dynamical law unconditionally assumed at the outset of the derivation to explain all phenomena?
Before discussing the prevailing model of irreversibility,let us makeafewpreliminary remarks about some little discussed important points and questions. The Second Law does not demand irreversibility.I ti sc ompatible with reversible dynamics, butnot with unitary dynamics.
The Second Lawi so ften associated with irreversibility and "the arrowo ft ime". However, in Ref. [16, p.450] it has been noted that the statement and the validity of the Second Lawa re independent of the existence of irreversibility,b ecause the statement of existence and uniqueness of stable equilibrium states does not demand the existence of irreversible processes. In fact, all the results of Thermodynamics, including the fact that in most states not all the energy of the system can be extracted in the form of work, would maintain their importance and validity even in ascenario in which the Universe evolves reversibly remaining either at zero or at constant entropy. In other words, the Second Lawholds valid and nontrivial irrespective of the Loschmidt paradox (1876). 29 However, al ittle known entropyc hallenge emerges from the observation that if we assume that non-idempotent density operators of an isolated system evolveaccording to unitary Liouville-von Neumann quantum dynamics, dρ/dt = −i[H,ρ]/h,then the stable equilibrium states are manym ore than the (Hatsopoulos-Keenan statement of the) Second Lawasserts. In fact, not only the maximal-entropycanonical density operators, butalso all the other stationary density operators (such that ρH = H ρ)are stable equilibrium [42] . This means that, since it contradicts it, unitary dynamics cannot possibly coexist with the Second Law( it violates the uniqueness of stable equilibrium for each givenvalue of Tr(ρ H )). Thus, considerations and derivations that assume the validity at the fundamental levelofboth unitary dynamics and the Second law, rest on faulty logic (contradictory premises). Adopting the assumption of unitary dynamics leavesf or the Second Lawonly the non-fundamental (phenomenological) role (approximation) which it has according to the prevailing view. However, an alternative is possible, namely that the Second Lawisfundamental and the dynamics is not unitary in general (we return on this in the last paragraph).
In ar eversible Universe obeying unitary (Hamiltonian) dynamics, if as ystem is isolated, or adiabatic, 30 the (Liouville-von Neumann) equation of motion is dρ/dt = −i[H,ρ]/h,which of course reduces to the Schrödinger equation d|ψ /dt = −iH|ψ /h if ρ is idempotent, ρ = |ψ ψ|.A si sw ell known, all the eigenvalues of ρ,t heir degeneracies and, therefore, the entropyare time invariant.
If by means of a(local) unitary process we try to extract the adiabatic availability of asystem in astate ρ 1 ,the best we can do is to devise atemporary time-dependence of the Hamiltonian H to be turned on only for agiven time interval so that when we turn it offthe system is in the state ρ 2 which commutes with H and has eigenvalues arranged in decreasing order when represented with respect to the H-eigenvectors ordered by increasing energy eigenvalues. 31 In general the energy extracted in this wayisless than or equal to the adiabatic availability.E xcept for very special ρ 1 's,t og et out the full adiabatic availability requires a(locally) nonunitary process that changes the eigenvalues of ρ at constant entropy, at ask which according to standard Quantum Mechanics is possible only in principle because we need to have control not only on our system but also on all the systems with which ours is entangled. 32 Irreversibility does not demand the phase-space volume to increase.
This remark follows from as omewhat technical property of the quantum entropy functional, s(ρ)=−k B Tr(ρ ln ρ),which in the so-called classical limith → 0isusually claimed to tend to the classical functional 33 s cl (w)=−k B dqdp 2πh w(q,p) ln w(q, p) where w is either the Blokhintzev, the Wigner or the Wehrl phase-space distribution that map density operators to points in classical phase space (see [39] ). In the limit ash → 0the spectral expansion of the density operator ρ induces [39] ap artition of the classical phase space Ω into disjoint cells Ω j each belonging to ad istinct eigenvalue p j of ρ,a nd having ap hase-space volume equal to the degeneracy d j of the corresponding eigenvalue p j .I np articular,t he sum of the degeneracies of the nonzero eigenvalues is the overall phase-space volume occupied by the system in the givens tate (the volume of the support of w,i.e. where w(q, p) = 0). Therefore aLiouville-von Neumann unitary evolution of ρ induces ash → 0aL iouville evolution of w which preserves both the overall phase-space volume and the value of the entropy. When it comes to describing irreversibility,t he foregoing observations prompt an important and seldom recognized clarification: conservation of phase-space volume is not tantamount to thermodynamic reversibility.The entropyinthe quantum description depends on both the p j 's and the d j 's;inthe classical description it depends on the shape of w,not just the volume of its support. Therefore, to describe entropychanges, an evolution equation should capitalize on either or both of twoindependent and rather different mechanisms: (1) phase-spacevolume-changing expansion, contraction or diffusion, and (2) constant-phase-spacevolume redistribution. 34 Irreversibility does not demand dynamical map to be non-invertible.
This remark is about the common assertion that unitary evolution is "reversible" because it always "has an inverse". 35 The theory of dynamical semi-groups has been developed around the idea that non-invertibility-the feature that distinguishes asemi-group from agroup of dynamical evolutions [42] -is an indispensable feature of irreversibility; the equation of motion can be solved only forward in time, not backwards; causality is thus retained only in "weak form": future states can be predicted from the present state, butt he past cannot be reconstructed from the present. To challenge this idea, we note that the existence of thermodynamic irreversibility is not incompatible with causality in 33 In 1979 Wehrl noted that [38] "a rigorous proof of this is nowhere found in the literature". The problem of giving restrictive conditions that define ac omplete classical phase-space representation of quantum kinematics for systems with both ac lassical and aq uantum description appears to be still unresolved, although heuristic arguments [39] do support the usual claim that s(ρ) → s cl (w) in the classical limit h → 0. 34 Forexample, the nonunitary part of the evolution equation proposed in Refs. [31, 40, 41] continuously redistributes the eigenvalues of ρ while preserving its null eigenspace, which in the classical limith → 0 means that it redistributes the shape of w(q, p) while preserving its support. 35 If ρ(0) and ρ(t) are the states at times 0and t,theyare related by the dynamical map ρ(t)=Λ t (ρ(0)), i.e., the solution of the equation of motion for the time interval from 0totwith initial condition ρ(0).Ifthe inverse map exists, it points from the final state back to the initial state, ρ(0)=Λ −1 t (ρ(t)).Inother words, there is ao ne-to-one correspondence between initial and final state. Lack of inverse (non-invertibility) means instead that for example manyi nitial states lead to the same final state; therefore, givent he final state it is impossible to reconstruct which of the compatible initial states it came from. the strong sense: it does not necessarily forbid the possibility to reconstruct the past from the present. In fact, Refs. [43, 44] showthat it is possible to conceive adynamical lawfully compatible with all thermodynamics principles-that entails irreversibility and yet generates a"strongly causal" group of dynamical evolutions, with inverse defined everywhere, unique trajectories through every state, fully defined both forward and backward in time, thus allowing full reconstruction of the past from the present. It is an example of an invertible dynamics which nevertheless is largely irreversible in that in forward time and for an adiabatic system it entails and describes entropyg eneration along the direction of steepest entropyascent. The prevailing view.Irreversibility from the Markovian approximation.
The prevailing model of irreversibility,starts from unitary dynamics butassumes that no system is truly isolated, so that even an initial pure state becomes mixed due to increasing system-environment entanglement.
The system-environment entanglement builds up due to interactions according to the standard Liouville-von Neumann unitary dynamics of the overall system-environment composite. By tracing out all envirommental degrees of freedom and making the socalled Markovian approximation, 36 the overall unitary dynamics givesrise to asystem's reduced dynamics which is nonunitary,l inear,c ompletely positive and generated by the celebrated Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Gorini-Lindblad (KSGL) quantum master equation. 37 38 In this widely accepted model, the assumption of erasureo fc orrelations is the sole mechanism responsible for "entropygeneration" [47] , butitappears contradic-tory with the assumed underlying reversible unitary dynamics. The situation is parallel to what is needed to "derive"the classical Boltzmann equation from the underlying reversible Hamilton-Liouville dynamics.
Ap roblem with the Markovian assumption and the theory of completely positive linear dynamical semigroups, is that the KSGL master equation preserves positivity of ρ only in forward time, not backwards. We already noted that such "non-invertibility" is not an ecessary feature of thermodynamic irreversibility buti si nstead related to the principle of causality.B ys eeking irreversibility through non-invertibility are we ready to give up the principle of causality,akeystone of scientific thinking and philosophical reasoning?
Moreover, it is (philosophically) hard to understand howdiffusion of mass, momentum, energy and charge, could find their justification in a" loss of information on the time scale of the observer leading to rapid decoherence from the entanglement which continuously builds up by weak coupling with environmental degrees of freedom". Is this the real reason for the "universal tendencyinnature to the dissipation of mechanical energy" already recognized by Kelvin in 1852 [48] ? An alternativev iew.I rreversibility built in the fundamental microscopic dynamical laws.
Apossible alternative is to assume afundamental non-unitary extension of standard Schrödinger unitary dynamics not contradicting the Second Lawnor anyofthe successful results of pure-state quantum mechanics, butentailing an objective entropyincrease for mixed states. We have shown in Refs. [31, 40, 44] that such an approach is possible based on asteepest entropyascent, i.e. maximal entropygeneration, nonlinear and nonunitary equation of motion which reduces to the Schrödinger equation for pure states. 39 The challenge with this approach is to ascertain if the intrinsic irreversibility it implies at the single particle (local, microscopic) leveli se xperimentally verifiable, or else its mathematics must only be considered yet another phenomenological tool, at the same levelasthe quantum Markovian master equations which, as we have seen, are not free of their ownchallenges. 
which, for the n-th energy leveloccupation probability p n = ρ nn ,isthe celebrated Pauli master equation dp n dt = ∑ r w nr p r − p n ∑ r w rn .
CONCLUSION
Professor Keenan'sm ethod in teaching and mentoring wasb y" asking questions". In this introductory paper,w eh ope to have honored his memory by reviewing and formulating in our ownl anguage the manyf undamental "questions" that arise when the various facets of the Second Lawo fT hermodynamics, regarding Entropy, Reversibility and Irreversibility,are confronted with Classical and Quantum Mechanics. Of these questions manyare old and well known, butafeware less known if not new, and deserve more attention. Some researchers will remain convinced that all these questions are already well resolved by the currently prevailing theories and interpretations. We instead believe theystill constitute aformidable "challenge", that present and future generations of scientists and engineers ought to "meet".
